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❭❭Keeping in Touch
a BrIght Future ahead

❭
By Kathryn Bulko,
President, MISA/ASIM Canada

earlier this year, mIsa/asIm Canada launched a national Vendor
Program for our partners who want to have a membership in all
our chapters.

enable the national association to deliver on

being a national vendor, go to www.misa-asim.

its vision and achieve the shared outcomes

ca/?page=ma_aB_nVP_members.

identified. additional workshops will be held

mIsa/asIm Canada’s goal of facilitating

via teleconference over the next few months

collaboration and sharing of information, skills

to tackle each of the three strategic priorities

and resources among municipalities and mem-

and develop an action plan to implement the

ber associations has been largely demonstrated

strategic plan.

this past year through the large municipalities

mIsa/asIm Canada had another suc-

and open data special interest groups, as well

cessful municipal CIo summit this sum-

as the recreation registration software work-

mer. we held the fifth annual event on

ing group. this working group is open to all

halifax’s beautiful waterfront. the annual

municipal members and is a great forum for

two-day event continues to grow as more and

any Canadian municipality faced with the deci-

more CIos from across the country come

sion on what direction to take regarding their

together to collaborate and network with their

recreation registration application. there are

peers. the delegates used the event app that

lots of sample procurement and requirements

s we near the end of another year,

mIsa/asIm Canada procured earlier this

documents for members to take advantage of

I think back on when mIsa/asIm

year through an rFP process and is now

in the group room dedicated to this working

Canada was first founded and

being used by the BC, Prairies, atlantic

group. For more information on any of these

can’t believe that it will cele-

and ontario chapters. with this year’s event

special interest or working groups, go to www.

behind us and all the presentations posted

misa-asim.ca/?page=ma_aB_sIgs.

a

brate its 10th birthday next year!
with our previous sustainability plan

on our website, we’ve started planning for

the national Communications Committee

implemented over the past three years,

next year’s event, which will be held in

worked with naylor association solutions, the

mIsa/asIm Canada has embarked on

Collingwood, ontario, at the scenic Blue

publisher of Municipal Interface, to redesign

developing a new strategic plan that will help

mountain resort in June 2016.

our association’s magazine. throughout 2015,

us set the direction of the association for the

earlier this year, mIsa/asIm Canada

all editions were produced using the fresh

next three years. to kick this off, the Board,

launched a national Vendor Program for our

new design, and informal feedback has been

including some of the chapter presidents and

partners who want to have a membership in

very positive.

municipal members, had a very aggressive

all our chapters. we dedicated a page on our

2016 will be an exciting time in mIsa/

one-day strategic planning session the day

national website where the logos and com-

asIm Canada’s history as we set the course

before our mCIo summit. In the session, we

pany profiles of our seven national vendors

for the future of our association through our

identified three strategic priorities that will

are posted. to learn about the benefits to

new strategic plan.

6
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❭❭Column

mIsa/asIm news aCross Canada
Eight Canadian Cities
Among the Smart21
Communities of 2016
the Intelligent Community Forum named
the world’s smart21 Communities of 2016 on
october 21. this select group of communities will
now be in contention for the prestigious designation
of Intelligent Community of the Year in June 2016.
“we are very excited to name 11 new communities from north america, europe and asia to
this year’s smart21,” said ICF co-founder robert
Bell. “we streamlined our selection process this
year, increasing the quantitative portion of the
data-gathering and analysis, and that has created
opportunities for more cities and counties to be
included in consideration for this prestigious group
of smart21 Communities.”
the smart21 Communities of 2016 are comprised
of eight communities from Canada, five communities from taiwan, two communities from the united
states, two communities from australia, and one
community each from germany, the netherlands,
new Zealand and sweden.

Environment Canada Weather
Alerts now on Twitter
Canadians can now receive environment Canada’s
weather alerts directly on their mobile device or
computer via twitter.
this new automated weather alert messaging service using twitter is based on information issued by
environment Canada’s meteorologists whenever dangerous weather conditions threaten. People increasingly get their news through twitter; disseminating
weather alerts through technology that Canadians
use will improve their ability to stay up-to-date
on breaking weather information. Canadians can
select which communities they want to follow and
every time an alert is issued, or ended, a tweet will
automatically be sent out.
over 830 communities appearing on Canada.ca/
weather are linked to a twitter account, one French
and one english, which can be followed by twitter
users. weather alert tweets will be sent to your selected
regions of interest 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
8

Intelligent Community Forum Smart21
Communities for 2016
Community
armidale, new south wales
Brabantse Kempen region
Hamilton, Ontario
hsinchu County
Ipswich, Queensland
Jönköping
Kaohsiung
Lambton County, Ontario
Lethbridge, Alberta
marlborough, massachusetts
Montreal, Quebec
mülheim an der ruhr
new taipei City
Oshawa, Ontario
Ottawa, Ontario
san diego, California
Surrey, British Columbia
taitung County
taoyuan
whanganui
Winnipeg, Manitoba

Country
australia
the netherlands
Canada
taiwan
australia
sweden
taiwan
Canada
Canada
usa
Canada
germany
taiwan
Canada
Canada
usa
Canada
taiwan
taiwan
new Zealand
Canada

Population
25,327
108,000
520,000
540,193
190,000
132,000
2,770,000
129,479
94,804
39,612
1,988,243
169,398
3,966,533
160,051
1,096,100
1,381,069
514,390
224,470
2,061,501
43,100
782,640

evaluation of Intelligent Community Forum awards Program nominations is based
on the six Intelligent Community Indicators, which provide the conceptual framework
for understanding all of the factors that determine a community’s competitiveness and
point to its success in the broadband economy. In addition, the awards are guided by
this year’s theme, From revolution to renaissance, which focuses on how Intelligent
Communities plan their future at a time when the economy, the environment and the
patterns of urban and rural life are undergoing dramatic change. go to http://tinyurl.
com/qag9zdt to find out more about this year’s theme.
the smart21 Communities of 2016 will next provide more detailed data through an
extensive questionnaire, which is evaluated by an independent research firm. the seven
highest-scoring cities or regions will then be named the top7 Intelligent Communities
of the Year in February of 2016. In June of 2016, at an event in Columbus, ohio, usa,
the 2015 Intelligent Community of the Year, one community will be chosen to succeed
Columbus as the 2016 Intelligent Community of the Year.

Quick Facts
an annual average of 25,000 alerts is expected to be tweeted in total for all communities served by the new system.
each year, environment Canada issues on average 1.5 million public forecasts,
500,000 aviation forecasts, and 200,000 marine, ice and sea state forecasts.
with over 50 million visits per month, Canada.ca/weather is the most visited
government of Canada website.
●
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❭❭Feature

2015 COMMuNITy

i-PerFormanCe awards (CiPa)

By Kathryn Bulko, President
MISA/ASIM Canada

I

am alwaYs excited when the innova-

Collaboration Between Social and Busi-

to be seen as a major player on the world stage

tive work being done within Canadian

ness Groups

with regards to smart cities and communities.

smart communities is recognized and

 runner-up: town of newmarket for

technology and innovation are the key driv-

celebrated, so I was thrilled to see the

newmarket Community Collaboration

ers for future communities, and Canada has

ecosystem

been home for many years to visionaries who

Community i-Performance awards (CiPa)
have announced the winners of its inaugural

• Metrolinx and Valcoustics Canada

have worked tirelessly to make significant con-

program to recognize outstanding achieve-

for Community Noise and Vibration

tributions to the industry. waterloo continues

ments in smart community applications and

Monitoring System, Infrastructure

to be a hub for industry and entrepreneurship

solutions in Canada.

Innovation

that rivals silicon Valley, and Canada has won

 runner-up: waterfront toronto Intelligent

more “most Intelligent Community” awards

the winners, and the solutions within each
respective category, are as follows:

Community network

• City of Waterloo for Ping Street,

than any other nation! In fact, the technology-

• Zerofootprint for GOODcoins, Inn-

driven urban transformation movement started

Citizen-Centricity and Engagement

ovative Solutions

over 20 years ago with Intelligent Island in

 runner-up: City of toronto for City of

 runner-up: Cybera for rapid access Cloud

singapore, smart Valley in silicon Valley and

• Best of Show – City of Edmonton for

smart toronto in toronto. Yet sometimes it’s

Building Safer Communities through

easy to forget how big a player we really are and

System Transformation for Behavi

the Contextual Analysis of Crime

how great our influence is globally. often we

oural Health, Civic Efficiency and

CiPa was created to reward organizations

need to be reminded of the tremendous work

Operational Improvements

that have designed and executed the best new

being done throughout the country, especially

 runner-up: City of Kitchener for municipal

Canadian innovations and technologies specif-

within municipalities. this is true not just of

toronto online lookups
• CAMH for Clinical Information

Consent application (easyConsent)

ically for municipality-related environmental,

the communities listed above, though they

• City of Kitchener for Digital

educational, health, security and sustainability

certainly deserve the praise and recognition,

Submission Process for Engineering

outcomes. Programs like this are vitally import-

but also to all the future cities in Canada who

and

ant for the country because we want Canada

continue to make huge inroads in the develop-

Drawings,

ment of smart and connected future cities.
there are some fantastic things going on
in this country that all Canadians should
be aware of — and be proud of — and it’s
important that those of us who are constantly
exposed to these outstanding initiatives continue spreading the word. let’s show the world
not only what we are capable of doing but also
that we are truly experts in the field.
Congratulations to the winners of the 2015
CiPa awards and to all those who entered.
Your hard work is an inspiration to all of us,
istock/alengo

Infrastructure

not just in Canada, but around the world. go
to www.misa-asim.ca to see details on the
winning nominations.
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❭❭Feature

Building iT aT
The ShipyardS
mIsa BC Conference draws delegates
to lower mainland

10
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“Y

ou haVe more

business methods and models are being dis-

for the event, enjoying the views of the ocean

computer power in your

rupted, Brody explained, not only by changes

and the mountains and the industrial beauty

purse or pocket today

in technology but by the changes to human

of shipyards while building their connections

than nasa had to go to

behaviour and interaction that those new tech-

with peers, their knowledge of It practices in

nologies have begotten.

other municipalities, and their experience with

the moon in the ‘60s,” said leonard Brody in

the newest technologies.

the first keynote address of mIsa BC’s 2015

Central to the great rewrite are It profes-

conference. as everyone’s eyes dropped to

sionals, 360 of whom gathered in the City of

Before launching into the business of the

their smartphones with sudden new apprecia-

north Vancouver for BuIld It, three days of

conference, mIsa members enjoyed a day of

tion, Brody, a respected entrepreneur, venture

speakers, breakout sessions and networking

activities in north Vancouver. some chose the

capitalist, author and media visionary, con-

events in the newly revitalized shipyards neigh-

walking tour of the City of north Vancouver,

tinued his discussion of what he called “the

bourhood. municipal It professionals from

during which they experienced a look back

great rewrite” taking place in our current age

across British Columbia, as well as other parts

at the history of the city through food at a

of mass institutional change. longstanding

of Canada, made the Pinnacle hotel their home

local historic eatery and features at north

Municipal interface | The National Professional Journal of MISA/ASIM Canada | November 2015
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Vancouver museum and archives. others

that spans 137 metres (450 feet) across the

enjoy themselves so much that they missed the

chose to visit grouse mountain, where they

Capilano river, some 70 metres (230 feet)

bus back to conference venue. organizers from

were carried to the top by gondola to take in

below. even participants with a fear of heights

the host City of north Vancouver scrambled to

a spectacular view of the lower mainland,

reported that it was well worth facing their

accommodate the stragglers by ordering taxis

as well the world-famous lumberjack show,

phobia to take in the beauty of the view.

but faced a new challenge: “You cannot get a

in which performers showed off traditional

other attendees chose a mIsa tradition and

taxi dispatcher on the phone these days!” said

lumberjack skills such as log rolling, axe

brought their skills to the seymour golf &

conference chair Kristin wilkes. “and apps

throwing and an impressive 18-metre (60-foot)

Country Club, an immaculately groomed course

don’t let you order 20 at once!” Fortunately,

tree climb. Following that, the intrepid visitors

surrounded by the west coast wilderness. the

a second bus arrived unexpectedly to gather

made their way to the Capilano suspension

fabled north shore rain remained at bay on the

up the tardy golfers and get them back to the

Bridge, a slightly swaying bridge built in 1889

warm september day, causing many golfers to

opening reception.

12
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the opening reception, like all of the con-

services society all benefitted from the gen-

year’s showcase was spread out over the three

ference’s evening socials, struck the perfect

erosity of mIsa members. the Kelly Blunden

days of the event to maximize the ability of

balance between business and pleasure. Fine

Bursary, in the memory of a much-loved mIsa

single-day delegates to participate. It included

food and drinks and excellent live music

BC member, gave rise to even more generous

presentations from the City of Coquitlam on

eased the interactions among new and sea-

donations, and in the spirit of sharing for which

“enabling It services delivery with Fiber”;

soned delegates. at each of the conference’s

Kelly was remembered, the winner of the draw

the City of Vancouver, on its wi-Fi evolution;

evening events, City of north Vancouver staff

donated his prize to the bursary.

the City of nanaimo on “distributed news

volunteered by selling 50/50 draw tickets to

one of the highlights of any mIsa confer-

release Creation: a Communication state

benefit local charities. the harvest Project, the

ence is the municipal showcase, an opportunity

of mind”; the regional district of Kootenay

Kelly Blunden Bursary for the whistler minor

for representatives from municipalities large

on “developing an It steering Committee”;

hockey association and the north shore Crisis

and small to share their success stories. this

the district of squamish on “managing

Municipal interface | The National Professional Journal of MISA/ASIM Canada | November 2015
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development applications with gIs” and the

in the association: the sense of being part of

a facilitator led delegates in an open discus-

City of langford on its online Burn Permitting

a helpful extended family. “there’s no com-

sion about the topic, with participants ask-

system. this year’s winner of the spirit of

petition among peers,” said Cory Carruthers,

ing questions and providing answers among

Innovation award was the City of nanaimo.

deputy It manager at the City of Chilliwack,

themselves. “the feedback was overwhelm-

dan stevens, senior applications analyst with

who was taking part in his tenth mIsa confer-

ingly positive,” said conference chair Kristin

the City of nanaimo, described how city staff

ence. “there’s a lot of openness, a lot of sharing

wilkes. “I have high hopes that mIsa BC will

developed a tool that provides coordinated

of ideas. the municipal showcase is always the

continue and expand on Birds of a Feather at

access to communication resources that staff

most valuable.”

future conferences.”

can use to send announcements to both the

Contributing value to this year’s mIsa BC

another value of the conference was the

media and the City’s nearly 10,000 twitter

conference was a new program called “Birds

annual trade show, which attracted the new-

followers, as well as posting all announcements

of a Feather.” during this program, delegates

est and best in products and services from

to a dedicated newsroom on the City’s website.

gathered around tables in the main ballroom

some 85 vendors. housed in the Pipe shop,

the sharing of innovation at the municipal

that were identified with a topic of discussion,

a restored heritage building across the lane

showcase presentations highlights what mIsa

such as “3d modelling,” “Co-op student

from the hotel, the trade show drew delegates

members love best about their membership

experiences” and “municipal open data.”

throughout the event, both during designated

14
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refreshment breaks and during the sessions

even on the closing day to take in Charles

event. “It gave a chance to expand my profes-

when delegates took advantage of the quieter

montgomery’s keynote address on “Build the

sional network and make a direct and mean-

moments to talk one on one with vendor part-

Future.” montgomery, author of the pivotal

ingful contribution to my fellow mIsa BC

ners. the trade show floor also served as the

work Happy City, discussed how cities should

members. It was a way for me to give back to

reception area for tuesday evening’s dinner,

contribute to the happiness of residents, and

all those members who have provided me with

providing delegates with networking among

how new technologies can play a part in

assistance, advice and support over the years.”

peers and vendors before the meal at the tap

that happiness. as the event wrapped up,

to next year’s conference chair, Yves Bernard

and Barrel restaurant. the tap and Barrel,

the winner of the annual twitter contest

of the City of Courtenay, wilkes offers the fol-

located in another restored shipyard build-

was announced. dataBC took the prize for

lowing advice: “take a moment during the

ing, welcome mIsa delegates with its fine fare

most tweet using the conference hashtag:

conference to enjoy the fruits of your hard work,

based on locally sourced products and its array

334 tweets, reaching 568,398 people with

delegate to your team members, and remember

of BC wines and craft beers.

415,000 unique readers.

the 80/20 rule!” she also presented him with a

mIsa BC’s Build It conference held the

“the opportunity to host the 2015 Fall

large bottle of sparkling wine to celebrate what

attention of delegates until the very end, with

Conference was richly rewarding,” said Kristin

will undoubtedly be another successful mIsa

participants turning out in great numbers

wilkes, cheerful even to the end of the busy

BC conference in 2016.
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❭❭Feature

MiSa OnTariO’S 2015
infOSec cOnference:

FOCuSING ON CyBEr SECurITy
By Alison Hermansen, MISA Ontario Executive Director

n

Iagara-on-the-laKe was

session on Cyber security leadership and

Canada’s national security, public safety and

the location of this year’s con-

argued that It professionals must become

economic prosperity.

ference, held from september

the next generation of C-level executives in

as Canada’s computer security incident

28 to 30. nearly 200 dele-

order to ensure that technology is embraced

response team, CCIrC is Canada’s national

gates and partners gathered for this annual

as fundamental to an organization’s sustain-

coordination centre for the prevention and

event, with a single focus on It security.

ability and success.

mitigation of, preparedness for, response to,

Keynote speaker michel Juneau-Katsuya

Perhaps the session that garnered the most

and recovery from cyber events. It does this

provided unique insight into his experi-

interest from delegates was presented by the

by providing authoritative advice and support,

ence working for the Canadian security

Canadian Cyber Incident response Centre

and coordinating information sharing and

Intelligence service (CsIs), and highlighted

(CCIrC). In support of Public safety Canada’s

event response.

real threats – both foreign and domestic –

mission to build a safe and resilient Canada,

CCIrC helps ensure that many of the

to municipal information systems. Closing

CCIrC contributes to the security and resili-

services which Canadians rely on daily are

speaker, dr. mansur hasib, delivered a

ence of the vital cyber systems that underpin

secure. It assists in securing the vital cyber

16
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systems of provinces, territories, municipal-

how can CCIrC assist municipalities?

should they wish, and gain access recipro-

ities and private sector organizations while

owners and operators of vital cyber systems

cally to information, expertise and peer

collaborating closely with partners, including

whose identities have been verified through

support. the CCIrC Community Portal

international counterparts and information

an authentication and reference process

provides a common collaboration tool for

technology vendors.

have access to the following CCIrC products

organizations that are part of Canada’s

and services:

critical infrastructure sectors. CCIrC uses

to the public, and the expertise of its highly

many of CCIrC’s products are available

• Advice and support to prepare for and

this portal to share its most recent docu-

trained and experienced staff is drawn upon

mitigate cyber events. CCIrC dissemin-

ments and publications with its partners.

to share information on cyber threats with

ates various technical and It manager-

In turn, partners have the option of posting

partners. additionally, when CCIrC becomes

focused products that offer guidance, early

documents of their own, and can also use

aware of malicious activities, it takes steps

detection indicators, summary, trend, and

this portal to report cyber incidents to

to notify owners of compromised systems,

operational analysis. additionally, CCIrC

CCIrC. For more information please con-

focusing on computers in critical infrastruc-

shares technical information on threats,

tact CCIrC.

ture and provincial, territorial, or municipal

vulnerabilities, risks and incidents with its

CCIrC works with domestic and inter-

government.

partners to enhance collective understand-

national partners to address significant cyber

CCIrC highly recommends that organ-

ing of cyber threats and incidents and help

security concerns. organizations, including

izations implement the “top 4 strategies to

ensure organizations have the information

critical infrastructure organizations and

required to make informed decisions.

provincial, territorial or municipal govern-

mitigate targeted Cyber Intrusions.” they recommend that network administrators imple-

• Technical advice and support to

ments that have concerns or information about

ment the following four mitigation strategies,

respond to and recover from targeted

cyber security incidents are encouraged to

which can prevent as much as 85 per cent of

attacks. CCIrC provides its partners with

visit CCIrC’s “report a Cyber security

targeted cyber-attacks:

technical assistance, and performs mal-

Incident” page.

this list of mitigation strategies has

ware analysis and forensics. In addition

mIsa ontario anticipates working more

broad international consensus and is con-

to its own expertise, CCIrC can draw on

closely with CCIrC and is committed to keep-

sidered network cyber security fundamen-

broader government expertise and resour-

ing members informed and engaged. Visit

tals. these strategies have been endorsed

ces to help develop targeted mitigation and

the CCIrC website for additional information

by the government of Canada, including

recovery advice.

http://www.publicsafety.gc.ca/cnt/ntnl-scrt/

CCIrC and the Communications security

• Access to trusted fora for information

establishment Canada and are among the

sharing and collaboration. CCIrC

Save the date! MISA Ontario’s 2016

most effective steps an organization can

provides partners access to fora where

InfoSec Conference will take place at

take to protect its systems against targeted

they can share information within their

Hockley Valley Resort near Orangeville,

cyber attacks.

communities of interest, or more broadly

September 26–28, 2016.

cbr-scrt/ccirc-ccric-eng.aspx

●

Top 4 Strategies
ranking
1

Mitigation Strategy

rationale

use application whitelisting to help prevent application whitelisting is one of the best security strategies as it allows only
malicious software and unapproved programs specified programs to run, while blocking all others, including malicious software.
from running.

2

Patch applications such as Java, PdF viewers, Vulnerable applications and operating systems are the target of most attacks.
Flash, web browsers and microsoft office.

ensuring these are patched with the latest updates greatly reduces the number
of exploitable entry points available to an attacker.

3

Patch operating system vulnerabilities.

4

restrict administrative privileges to operating restricting these privileges may prevent malware from running or limit its
systems and applications based on user duties. capability to spread through the network.
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Paperless. Simple. Free.

No third party websites

Contracts management

No restrictions

Online electronic submissions

Seamless integration

Vendor performance

Bid administration
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Electronic bonding

Out-of-the-box

Simply eProcurement. Register for a live demo today. info@bidsandtenders.ca
The best choice for your eProcurement.
P.ƫ519-884-3352 | TF. 800-265-6102 | bidsandtenders.ca
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❭❭Feature

mIsa ontarIo launChes

5-year STraTegic plan

F

or the Past six months, the

for municipal It professionals and solution

tools and resources that save municipal

mIsa ontario Board of directors

providers, with the underlying value propos-

It leaders and staff time. moving for-

has engaged the membership in

ition that membership in the association saves

ward, the association’s communications

a strategic dialogue that will see

members time and money through its three

to existing members and marketing to

the association move forward with a renewed

primary programs:

focus on member engagement and deliv-

prospective members will also focus on
these programs.

ering enhanced value to both the municipal

Networking and Communities

and partner communities. the 2015–2019

mIsa ontario connects members and builds

action Plan was created to provide a framework

strategic Plan was approved at the 2015

communities of the brightest and most pro-

and tangible details on how to implement

annual general meeting in June and formally

gressive minds in municipal technology who

the strategic Plan. this action Plan is fur-

launched in september.

willingly share ideas and experiences.

ther broken down into time-specific priorities,

“this is an exciting time for mIsa ontario

In addition to the strategic Plan, a detailed

identifies who is accountable for each initiative

Events and Professional
Development

and specifies any budget implications on any

mIsa ontario President. “we have sought
input from all of our stakeholders, and more

mIsa ontario hosts premier events that edu-

the action Plan are available on the mIsa

importantly, we’ve listened. the new strategic

cate and develop municipal It professionals

ontario website.

plan is 100 per cent focused on delivering

and showcase innovation and best practices.

and our members,” notes Christine swenor,

enhanced value for membership and ensuring

given initiative. Both the strategic Plan and

thanks to the involvement of many volunteer members, mIsa ontario has a solid

that open, frequent and multi-channel com-

Shared Knowledge

plan for the foreseeable future! Questions

munication is an ongoing priority.”

mIsa ontario identifies and shares

or comments about the plan can be sent to

municipal best practices and provides

president@misa.on.ca.

while current members of mIsa ontario

●

understand the inherent value of the association, over the years mIsa ontario has
struggled to articulate that value — to define
its elevator pitch. although the association
provides a wide range of products and services and has been actively involved in major
projects and initiatives, member feedback
consistently identifies that the value of mIsa
ontario traces to three primary areas:
1. networking and communities
2. events and professional development
the membership has identified a variety of
new ways to offer value in these three areas,
and as part of this strategy, mIsa ontario
plans to implement many of those ideas.
going forward, mIsa ontario intends to
position the association as the community

shutterstock/stuart Miles

3. shared knowledge — resources and toolkits
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❭❭Feature
in eMergency ManageMenT,
infOrMaTiOn Sharing
MuST STarT aT diSpaTch

why computer-aided dispatch systems must be part of
any situational awareness technology platform
By Ed Colin

t

here’s Been a great deal of
effort of late to share vital first
responder information across
departments, cities, states, prov-

inces and agencies. there are good reasons
for it. In the last few years alone, the growing
numbers of wildfires, floods and storms that
have besieged north america have shown
that emergencies know no civic boundaries.

❭

the best Cad systems provide fully integrated, real-time mapping
and data entry capabilities to empower first responders to quickly
prioritize resource assignments during emergency responses from
the initial call.

when such events occur, resources will

federally led initiative is leveraging open

come from all directions to assist. effectively

standards and open architecture to empower

relaying information to all parties and

the sharing of location-based, situational

deploying these resources will be the prod-

awareness information and alerts to first

uct of sharing information in real-time to

responders at all agencies in need of such

coordinate life-saving efforts. situational

data. this system is in place today thanks to

awareness is essential in these circum-

the combined efforts of all levels of govern-

stances. First responders — including, field

ment alongside industry players and non-

personnel, on-scene commanders and oper-

governmental organizations.

ational managers — greatly rely upon being
how to use the information to make strategic

Multi-Agency Situational
Awareness System (MASAS)

decisions, execute proactive solutions and

several key features with masas are touted.

counter the threat.

among them is the ability for participants

aware of what is currently happening and

we’ve improved as a society in making

to, without fee, post and review alerts to and

this happen. one clear example is occur-

from other users including public safety first

ring in Canada, where the multi-agency

responders, public works, as well as weather

situational awareness system initia-

network and road maintenance departments.

tive (masas) has been introduced. this

alerts can include announcements on natural

20
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disasters, road closures, weather-related
advisories, locations of first aid/emergency
shelter stations and other first responder activities including search and rescue activities.
however, a source that is often overlooked by
agencies participating in masas or similar
information-sharing platforms is the data
that comes from computer-aided dispatch
(Cad) platforms.

CAD Systems Provide Crucial
Information and Save Critical Time
the best Cad systems provide fully integrated,
real-time mapping and data entry capabilities
to empower first responders to quickly prioritize resource assignments during emergency
responses from the initial call. Best-in-breed
Cad platforms also integrate with a records
management system (rms), for single-click
access to related records that provide property, contact and haZmat details for the most
effective pre-arrival preparation.
Cad platforms should also provide interfaces to tri-service applications, tdd/ttY,

Country-wide masas site enables emergency information to be shared on in real time (circles indicate
earthquakes; waves indicate flooding; light bulbs indicate power outages). sharing Cad data in such systems is vital. Public safety agencies continue to face seemingly endless challenges but none as daunting
as the need to share news with their counterparts across town or across the country.

mobile data, paging and station alerting as

Interfacing such Cad information to a

system retain key information that is avail-

well as radio and push-to-talk to provide a

masas-type platform only makes sense:

able to assist in the post-mortem evaluation of

single point of access for reliable, up-to-the-

Cad data, if disseminated rapidly to all

a crisis to identify ways to improve interagency

minute information.

parties, can be of vital help in emergencies

operations. without such information, only a

where multiple agencies are involved. Posting

partial review of all activities is possible and

such information automatically alongside the

may lead to incorrect conclusions as to what

original emergency dispatch can save critical

to do when the next emergency occurs.

time for multiple parties, enabling a response
that may actually mitigate a disaster.

Public safety agencies continue to face
seemingly endless challenges but none as

without dispatch information at the hands

daunting as the need to share news with their

of all stakeholders, it can take valuable time

counterparts across town or across the coun-

to activate a regional emergency operations

try. systems like masas are important to

center to fully understand the severity of an

aggregate all vital information to all agencies

incident and launch a response. masas

to provide the best public response — saving

automatically updates every agency that an

lives and property.

●

shutterstock/kilroy79

event is occurring. with a Cad-masas
interface, all that is required is to turn on

Ed Colin is the founder and president of FDM

the information-sharing platform with inte-

Software, a market leader in the provision

grated Cad data for immediate, complete

of public safety enterprise solutions serving

information sharing.

agencies across North and South America
for 25 years. Ed Colin served for many years

Evaluating after the Crisis

as a fire chief in British Columbia prior to

not to be overlooked is that Cad systems

founding FDM Software. He can be reached

integrated with a records management

at ed.colin@fdmsoft.com.
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❭❭Feature

navigaTing

change:
information Technology in verse

istock/aleksandarvelasevic

By Tanya Davis
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❭

we are surrounded by resources yet neglect to remember no one is a fortress. no
city is either, no matter their history with
citadels and warships, no matter if their
personalities seem closed and self-focused.
everything is porous.
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This poem was written and performed by Tanya Davis, a Halifax poet and musician, at the opening of
the MISA Atlantic Conference “Navigating Change” in August 2015.

Hello, good morning. Welcome to Halifax.
this is a municipality. It has information and systems.
oh, speaking of information and systems, welcome mIsa!
I looked at your website to read about what you do, I have no idea!
Just kidding, kind of.
anyway, that’s partly the point, I suppose, you do it so smooth that nobody knows.
we live our lives in our cities, not sure how it all works, we don’t see the underpinnings of the paved world, systems
fire, wheels turn. we may sense there are a lot of moving parts, we may have a grasp of what some of them are. For
instance, most likely computers are involved…and graphs and charts. But, really, most of us go about our days
assuming everything will be oK, that things will run smoothly... with the help of magical little fairies, or something.
and they do, more or less. things function. whole systems interwoven keeping towns and cities going.
my understanding is that you all play a part. so, first of all, thank you. I am imagining some of
your roles are underrecognized, like you’re the person setting off the fireworks and not
the colours crackling in the sky. rarely applauded or acknowledged in the public eye.
and maybe times are gonna change some, and It workers will have their days in the sun. But, probably not. luckily,
there are myriad reasons to find love for our jobs. I am here today to look for some of yours, to dig down into the ground
of shared experience, to see how mine relates, to understand our common interests, our challenges, our fates.
let’s just say, they didn’t bring me here to speak this morning because of my vast knowledge of information systems...
But I’ve been city living, and I’ve been a small-town dweller. I’ve been a poetic roamer, seeking eiffel
towers, I’ve stopped to smell smoke and flowers, I’ve kept going and haven’t noticed either, but mostly I try to
linger longer, to savour things big and finer, to analyze what is going on here — it is my job to observe.
what is not my job is to problem-solve how municipal systems work. I also cannot keep them running, I can program
nothing, I am one of the ones trusting in other capable hands. They are yours, and we are many.
having established this, I want to acknowledge how we are connected, that we are headed for dubious times,
we are in them already, such is life. It is changing. and we can’t do anything about it. It is amazing, let us agree.
But what do we do with our uncertainties? how do we turn to face what is coming for us? What is coming
for us, and how will we be affected? How can we direct it, in our days and in our work?

IN your CASE, hoW WIll you MAKE ChANgE WorK?
well, I suppose you could rail against it, dig in your heels, put up your defences. sounds tiring, but it’s an option. I’m
assuming, however, since you all came to this conference, that you want to see what else is possible.
so what’s possible? the robots haven’t taken over yet, we have more technology than we’ve ever had, plus generations
of wisdom before us. we are surrounded by resources yet neglect to remember no one is a fortress. no city is either, no
matter their history with citadels and warships, no matter if their personalities seem closed and self-focused.
everything is porous. Moreover, if we are open to exploring, if we ask questions and
listen actively to stories, then we will learn things we wouldn’t on our own.
Consider now the cities and towns in which you make your homes. think of the webs connecting them,
pipes and satellites and information sent, cables underground and wires overhead, it’s overwhelming, really.
like trying to count the grains of sand at the shore, like trying to understand how far the stars go and “Is there more?”
I know, that’s fairly existential thinking for a wednesday morning, at the beginning of a conference
about systems and information, but I noticed the name and if we are going to navigate change,
we’d do well to consider what that really means.
navigate: to move on, over, or through; to direct or manage something on its course; to find one’s way. oK,
are we finding it? If your city is a ship, how well are you guiding it?
Municipal interface | The National Professional Journal of MISA/ASIM Canada | November 2015
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If the citizens are sailors, do they feel safe in your command,
like you will lead them to the harbour, get their feet back on dry land?
maybe you are not a captain, maybe you are a deck hand. Perhaps you are a cook trying to make the most of potatoes, again.
whatever your role, no matter your title, it’s the same wave we’re all riding, and no one can run a ship on their own.
so, how will you support each other? Besides later tonight when you buy the next round. I mean, how can you
collaborate going forward in ways you’re not doing now? Co-operation is not just a catchphrase with good intentions,
sharing not just one of kindergarten’s best lessons, these are actually the elements that help us through our lives.
I assume you didn’t have to come to this conference, your job wasn’t dependent upon it, but you did. maybe because you like people,
at least a little bit. engaging with them, networking. or maybe you came for free snacks and mini hotel shampoo bottles, what do I
know? In any case, this weekend is not just for sightseeing, but there are sights to see which will shift some things, internally. look,
it is new scenery. It is displaying for you an idea. It is asking for your opinion, it is highlighting the asset of relationship building.
You have peers here. In fact, for the duration of this conference you get to be the halifax peers...
Peers are for holding. Peers are for helping and sharing and showing. though you may not know where you’re going, you are stronger
together. so extend your hand to a stranger and get to know them. even though they work in a different municipality, or especially.
In a network you have leverage, you have shared effort, even better —
you have lessons learned from other people’s mistakes. you don’t have to make them!
oh, but you will. and they will glean something from your trial and error, and that’s how we make the world. that’s how
evolution happens, so consider yourself a part of that and come together, in service of each other, to navigate some change.
Is it starting to sound exciting? are you pumped?! think of what you’re at the helm of.
Change: an alteration. a deviation. a substitution, something new, a transformation.
that is what you get to work with. It is absolutely overflowing with possibility. I realize also it is scary.
that is normal human stuff. Change affects us, it disrupts. It is like life takes the ground away from us.
there are some clichés we can look to for advice, like:
what doesn’t break you makes you stronger; and
Change is the only constant in life.
Yes, oK, but if we are faced with constant change, impending transformation, then what are some practical tips for staying sane,
embracing it? well, embracing it, actually, that’s the simple secret. Change is good, that’s the reason. transformation has a deeper
meaning, and if we lean in its direction it will greet us with hugs and lessons. Its affection will be a hearth to warm ourselves beside.
Besides, it takes too much effort to hold back the tides.
Besides, innovation is a risk worth taking, and you are resourceful people and surely wise.
Besides, though we may be alone in our heads, no one here is alone on the planet. If there’s a problem
and you don’t know how to fix it, remember all associations to which you are connected.
look around. take stock of your resources, even more than this, do an inventory of your personal assets.
I mean your signature strengths. I mean the very qualities that make you Betty and you Bob/who you
are. there is always a line to be drawn from your innate/unique characteristics to your job.
are you socially intelligent; do you like to get along? do you have an eye for aesthetics, for excel spreadsheets,
for right and wrong? what about beauty? what about being moved easily? Can you get problems solved?
what I’m trying to say is that we all have aspects of self that can be used for the good of community health
which then trickles down to the wide world around and therein we find a certain kind of wealth.
If the goal of mIsa is to work together to problem-solve, then take stock of the assets among you. and share them.
remember the most vulnerable of you. Care for them. which is to say, care for yourselves. we are in this together, no
matter big city or small town. weaknesses in one link make frail the web in which we all are found. we are all bound
to each other, though it’s easy to forget. so meet some colleagues that you haven’t met yet. ask these questions:
what do you have in common? what are your shared problems? are there new options you haven’t thought
of? does someone have technology you haven’t yet mastered? will they teach you how to use it, in exchange for
some new access? are there services that haven’t happened yet and, also, can you cast the seeds here?
there are ideas and experiences to share. maybe you’ll be drunk on halifax piers, or just giddy with good feelings from conversations
here. You have the information, you have developed the systems. this is no small feat, all of us need them. we thank you, awestruck, like
watching fireworks in the sky. If change is constant like the northern star, let us navigate it together, wherever we are.
24
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“ An excellent course for individuals wanting to understand
and practice the skills required to strategically align
information technology with the business.”
Sabina Visser, General Manager, Information Technology,
City of Lethbridge

Transforming IT Professionals into Business Leaders

Become a leader in technology transformation and earn a place at the strategic core of your municipality.

Move from Learning to Leadership

Emerging IT Leader Program

Leaders Beyond education programs enable IT professionals to
become leaders armed with critical real-world skills and expertise,
along with the ability to understand, interpret and respond to the
technology challenges and opportunities of today’s municipalities.

Aspiring IT leaders gain knowledge and skills to step up to a
management role.

Contact us for details on all the upcoming Leaders Beyond programs:

An intensive 5-day program, delivered by an outstanding faculty of
real-world experts:

IT Executive Leader Program

Learn to identify opportunities and build convincing plans to
address them

Advanced IT Executive Effectiveness Program

Gain practical management skills to take a leadership role in IT

Custom programs for IT or business leadership

Develop a collaborative approach for both IT and business
environments

For details, dates and locations please visit
www.LeadersBeyond.com

Learn to move challenges and opportunities into successful outcomes

www.LeadersBeyond.com info@leadersbeyond.com (416) 572-7745

Special rates for MISA members!
Simply check the MISA box when you register at
www.LeadersBeyond.com
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...before someone else does
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❭❭Column

munICIPal news aCross Canada
City of ottawa
honoured at gTEC

Prince Edward County launches
New gIS Viewer

the City of ottawa, serviceottawa, and the City’s Information

the County has launched a new Public geographic Information

technology services departments were honoured with an award

systems (gIs) viewer, to help improve public access to municipal data

for excellence in Public service delivery-eXternal at

and customized mapping of the Prince edward County region. along

the annual gteC Conference in october. according to the

with offering more comprehensive information than the previous gIs

statement from the awards committee, “the ottawa.ca Project

viewer, the new gIs viewer is more compatible with current devices.

team transformed business processes to improve residents’

It will be fully responsive - automatically adjusting to accommodate

and business’ experience when accessing city services.

smartphones, tablets, and desktop web browsers. a new search box

Improvements to ottawa.ca include ottYouth, the city’s online

feature will streamline how users find information using an address, roll

Youth Portal, a dynamic, interactive and mobile-friendly portal

number, zoning by-law number, and other key words to find information

created with input from ottawa’s youth. all 270 service requests

more efficiently.

have been converted to the new mobile web pages format. In

the new Public gIs viewer was developed collaboratively in-house

support of the older adult project, the ottawa.ca project team

to address technological changes that have taken place since the first

also implemented a simplified registration process for volunteer

viewer was developed, ensuring that the County’s gIs services remain

registration. the city’s website is now forward-looking, reflecting

compatible with as many browsers and mobile devices as possible. “we

leading practices while complying with mFIPPa, accessibility,

are incredibly proud of the work done by staff to address recent changes

French-language legislation and policies. the team removed silos

in technology by creating this new public gIs viewer” says Brian Bonter,

between departments, has built internal partnerships, bringing

manager of Information technology. “this new tool will ensure the public

representatives together from across the city, improved resident

has efficient access to the most up to date municipal geographic data.”

engagement, and enhanced transparency and accountability.”

the new public viewer is available now at http://maps.pecounty.on.ca.

City of yellowknife Website recognized for Creative Excellence
the City of Yellowknife and their creative partner, esolutionsgroup,

with over 6,000 entries from 34 different countries, entrants of the

received recognition for the City of Yellowknife’s new website in the

marCom awards come from corporate marketing and communications

2015 marCom awards competition – an international creative awards

departments, advertising agencies, national public relations

competition for individuals and companies in the marketing and

organizations, design shops, production companies and freelancers.

communications industry. the city’s website won a Platinum award

the judging panel is made up of industry professionals from the

(the highest level of recognition in the competition) in the digital media,

association of marketing and Communication Professionals (amCP)

municipality category.

and evaluates award entries based on the works’ quality, creativity

“we wanted the new website to clearly reflect what our city has to offer

and resourcefulness.

both residents and visitors. the end result is an inviting, user-friendly

“we are honoured to have our work and the work of our clients

website that represents our city in an extremely creative and positive

recognized on an international level,” said Karen mayfield, President

way,” said mayor mark heyck.

of esolutionsgroup. “our team mission is rooted in a true client-first

one of the largest competitions of its kind, the marCom awards

foundation, allowing us to work collaboratively with them to provide

recognizes professionals involved in the concept, writing and design of

seamless solutions. Because of this joint effort and synergistic approach,

marketing and communication materials and programs. award categories

we are able to produce award-winning work that speaks directly to the

cover several marketing and communication areas: print media, strategic

audiences they serve.”

communications, digital media, audio/video and pro bono.
26

View the City of Yellowknife’s website at: http://www.yellowknife.ca.
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Town of oakville launches Mobile App to Enhance
Customer Service
the official oakville mobile app gives residents and busin-

oakville’s mobile app is a welcome addition to a roster of innovative

esses a quick and convenient way to engage and interact with

online services the town offers its residents on oakville.ca including

the town.

the temporary on-street parking permit form, new interactive mapping

“Council actively encourages and supports new innovative ideas to

tools for active building permits, parks and sports fields amenities as

connect and communicate with residents,” said mayor rob Burton.

well as Findoakville — the town’s new site selection tool that allows

“the oakville mobile app will make it easy for residents to stay

users to search for available commercial and industrial buildings,

up-to-date with town information right from their smartphone at

and vacant employment land.

any time, from anywhere.”

as this is the first phase of the project, new features will be added

the oakville app is full of features that make it easy for citizens

as the town continues to transform the way it delivers service, engages

to access information about town news, service updates and events.

with the community and promotes open, accessible and accountable

You can also share a concern or submit a service request, connect

government. later this year, oakville transit is implementing an

with the mayor and your members of Council, follow the town’s

Intelligent transportation system that works with gPs technology

social media channels, and easily access the recreational drop-in

to track buses in real-time.

program app, active oakville. additional features include the ability

“Council is always looking for opportunities to best serve our

for users to locate the closest parks, facilities, cycle ways and trails,

citizens whether by phone, in person or online. we look forward to

and to receive timely alerts about significant service disruptions

expanding our online services in today’s increasingly mobile and

and weather events.

digitally connected society,” added mayor Burton.

Parking gets Smarter in Edmonton: City launches
Customized EPark System
the City of edmonton is launching its new and improved ePark

of transportation services, City of edmonton. “By evaluating both

system, with the first 16 pay machines installed in and around

the technical aspects of the system provided by the Calgary Parking

City hall.

authority and measuring feedback from those who were using it, we

transportation services initially launched the ePark trial

were able to create a parking solution that is specifically designed

program in June 2013, using parking machines on loan from

for the challenges that present themselves now and in the future.”

Calgary. staff have been assessing the system since then to

one of the most important features of the new system is its

determine how effectively it worked in edmonton’s varied weather

ability to meet market demand. “For example, the City will have

conditions, if customers were receptive to the new technology, and

the capability to set variable rates to factor in both peak demand

whether it was able to meet edmonton’s quickly evolving parking

times and to consider off-peak discounts,” adds wandzura. “that

requirements.

means we’ll be better able to manage congestion, ensure high

Customers liked the ePark system’s flexible payment options
and smart phone app. the City has made changes to areas for

turnover at curbside, and further encourage mode shifts to transit
or active transportation.”

improvement which were also identified during the trial. the new

“we are excited to continue this partnership with the City

system will be installed downtown, on whyte avenue and in the

of edmonton and to work closely with transportation services

Kingsway area.

to ensure that ePark not only meets but exceeds the parking

“the information we were able to gather over the extended trial
period was invaluable,” says dorian wandzura, general manager

expectations of citizens, businesses and administrators,” says mike
derbyshire, general manager of Calgary Parking.

●
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❭❭Governance Matters
CItIZen IdentItY
management In Canada:
an uPdate
national Identity Cards: “one Card to rule them all”

a

Bout 100 CountrIes now issue

this has been done: estonia (ranked first

universal, compulsory identity

for e-government by the united nations),

cards. In these countries, all

Belgium, netherlands, singapore and others.

citizens, or all above a certain

notwithstanding these reports, it seems

age, are issued such cards, and there may

unlikely that Canada will adopt a national

be penalties (fines or more severe) for not

identity card anytime soon. rather than

having them.

looking to estonia or Belgium as a model,

notably absent from the list of countries
with compulsory identity cards are those

By Roy Wiseman,
Executive Director, MISA/ASIM Canada
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one might consider developments in some
other jurisdictions.

following the British Common law: united

In sweden and norway, bank-issued iden-

Kingdom, Canada, united states, australia,

tity cards (BankId) can be used to access

new Zealand, etc. In these countries,

both banking and government services.

identity cards, and the associated central

BankId is now enabled on smartphones,

database, are often regarded as threats to

enabling access to services from these

civil liberties. although, the uK govern-

devices.

ment began introducing a national Identity

Following their national Identity

Card in 2006, it repealed the authorizing

Card experience, the uK government is

legislation in 2011 in the face of substantial

now rolling out uK/Verify, in which indi-

public resistance. Following repeal, the cen-

viduals wishing to access online government

tral database for cards already issued was

services requiring an identity must register

destroyed (cf. Canadian long gun registry).

with one (or more) government approved

this history provides context for the evolu-

“identity providers” — organizations con-

tion of identity management in Canada. many

tracted by the government to verify people’s

reports lament the lack of government issued

identity for secure sign-on. Individuals may

electronic identity cards, which could provide

establish identities with multiple providers

easy and convenient access to all government

and can change or delete these identities

services, and cite leading jurisdictions where

at any time.
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to date, nine companies have signed
agreements to become identity providers —
Barclay’s, digidentity, experian, gB group,
morpho, PayPal, Post office, royal mail and
Verizon. as part of the agreement, government departments or agencies will confirm
the validity of government-issued documents
submitted by those enrolling with an identity
provider. once identity has been confirmed,

❭

we may be moving towards a “federated identity” model, in
which identity credentials may be provided and/or validated by
organizations other than those providing the services for which
the identity is being used.

login credentials (user Id and password)
are issued. In addition, when actually log-

for each website with which they interact.

licence, etc. is legitimate or, in the elec-

ging in to receive government services, a

this approach is a burden to individuals…

tronic world, that the submitted electronic

validation code is sent to a stored phone

[and] makes online fraud and identity theft

credentials have the required format and

number, providing additional assurance that

easier. …moreover, both businesses and gov-

content. In addition to such inspection,

the individual using the identity is the person

ernments are unable to offer many services

validation may include confirming with

to whom it was issued.

online because they cannot effectively iden-

the issuing organization that the document

tify the individuals with whom they interact.

has not expired and that key information

Federated Identity Concepts

the nstIC Vision is… an online environ-

(name, etc.) matches records maintained

as indicated by these examples, we may be

ment where individuals and organizations

by the issuing organization.

moving towards a “federated identity”

are able to trust each other because they

• Verification establishes that the person

model, in which identity credentials may be

follow agreed-upon standards to obtain and

presenting the credentials is the author-

provided and/or validated by organizations

authenticate their digital identities — and

ized user to whom the credentials were

other than those providing the services for

the digital identities of devices.”

issued, e.g., by comparing that person to

which the identity is being used. these third-

In the online environment described by

descriptive information or photo contained

party organizations may also provide other

nstIC, the organization that issues the

in the credential or comparing a signature

services in addition to identity validation

identity credentials (physical document or

to a signature card for the account.

on behalf of others, e.g., banks in norway

electronic) and can confirm their validity

In the electronic world, verification can

and sweden; Verizon, PayPal or royal mail

is called the Authoritative Party. the

include requesting a password or shared

in the uK.

service that is requesting confirmation is

secrets, using a secure machine-readable

a low assurance level illustration of one

called the relying Party. since there may

physical token (card, memory stick) provided

organization providing login credentials on

be many authoritative and relying parties,

when the credentials were issued or provid-

behalf of another is seen when new online

the environment may include one or more

ing biometric confirmation. Increasingly,

services support login using an existing

Credential Service Brokers, manag-

smartphones are becoming part of verifica-

Facebook or twitter account, rather than

ing communications between the parties

tion, e.g., by sending an authorizing code to

creating their own unique login. since

and also providing a level of insulation so

a number provided at the time of registra-

Facebook, twitter (or others) have already

that, for instance, an authoritative Party

tion or by installing hardware or software

collected identifying information, this can

need not know which relying Party is

credentials on the device.

be shared with the new service rather than

requesting confirmation.

requiring it to be re-entered.
the us national strategy for trusted

while responsibility for validation can be

another key distinction defines two dis-

outsourced to third-party identity providers,

tinct steps involved in identification and

final responsibility for verification usually

Identities in Cyberspace (nstIC) notes that

authentication:

rests with the relying Party — the organiza-

“in the current online environment, individ-

• Validation establishes the authenticity

tion providing the service. In both the uK

uals are asked to maintain dozens of differ-

of the submitted credentials, e.g., ensur-

and the government of Canada examples,

ent usernames and passwords, usually one

ing that the presented passport, driver’s

final confirmation may involve providing
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❭

a proposed PanCanadian Identity
Hub can address this complexity with two

In the emerging identity management ecosystem, other players,
in addition to government, will be issuing, validating or requiring
validation of identity credentials.

key features:
• Standardized multi-lateral framework
mou to govern sharing of identity data
between participating agencies — with
annexes defining exactly which data may
be provided by or to each agency.

additional information unique to the service,

issued in one province can be accepted in

• One or more hubs to which identity valida-

e.g., account number, information from a

another — or a birth certificate presented

tion requests or notifications can be sent,

previously submitted form, shared secret, etc.

to obtain a passport can be validated by the

for further, real-time distribution to the

originating jurisdiction.

appropriate agency(ies).

Canadian governments
Collaboration

In 2008, a National routing System

while the Pan Canadian Identity hub

(NrS) was established to modernize this

will streamline validation of paper identity

observers of Canadian governments’ collab-

process, using standardized (ebXml) data

documents provided during in-person encoun-

oration on identity management have some-

and formats for real-time, secure transfer of

ters, e.g., validation of an out-of-province

times expressed frustration at the apparent

identity information between partner agen-

driver’s licence, it is an essential building

slow rate of progress. however, this may

cies. nrs supports two key functions:

block for electronic identity validation for

reflect that much of the required work has

• Validation with the issuing organization

online services.

taken place behind the scenes.

information provided by clients.

But in the emerging identity manage-

If the future of identity management will

• Event notification, e.g., death of an indi-

ment ecosystem, other players, in addition

require, as in the nstIC vision, an ecosystem

vidual, who may be receiving services

to government, will be issuing, validating

in which “individuals and organizations are

or benefits.

or requiring validation of identity creden-

able to trust each other because they follow

Building on nrs, the PanCanadian

tials. For this reason, Canadian governments

agreed-upon standards to obtain and authen-

Identity Validation Standard further stan-

have been collaborating with private sector

ticate their digital identities,” the good news

dardizes the definitions, attributes and for-

partners through an organization called

is that many of the required building blocks

mats for identity validation requests and

DIACC (Digital ID and Authentication

for a workable solution are now in place or

responses between federal, provincial, ter-

Council of Canada). In addition to gov-

under development.

ritorial and municipal organizations. while

ernments and government agencies, dIaCC

In Canada, responsibility for maintenance

municipalities are not providers of key identity

includes representatives from the finan-

of records for major life events (birth, death,

documents in Canada (authoritative Parties),

cial sector, telcos, consulting firms and

marriage) rests with provincial or territorial

they are often required to confirm the iden-

identity management solution providers.

vital statistics agencies. other foundational

tity of clients for municipal services (as

the may 2015 dIaCC report entitled

identity documents (driver’s licences, health

relying Parties).

“Building Canada’s digital Identity Future”

cards) are also issued by the provinces.

Finally, nrs was based on point-to point

is described as a “framework to develop a

however, for those born outside Canada, key

distribution with individual agreements

robust, secure, scalable and privacy-enhan-

information may be contained in immigra-

between partner agencies (individual min-

cing digital identification and authentication

tion records, maintained by Citizenship and

istries, departments and programs within

ecosystem” and is available at www.diacc.ca.

Immigration Canada (CIC).

each level of government). this became

Because of this decentralized responsibil-

increasingly complex as the number of par-

ity, Canadian governments have long-estab-

ticipating agencies increased. one report

Building on the Foundations:
Individual Initiatives

lished processes for validating and verifying

identified 1,678 individual memoranda of

In parallel with this collaboration, we are

paper-based identity credentials so that, for

understanding (mous) between agencies

also seeing visible manifestations of iden-

instance, a driver’s licence or health card

for sharing identity data.

tity management solutions from individual
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jurisdictions. while the governments of
Canada, British Columbia and the northwest
territories have been early leaders, other
provincial and territorial governments are
actively working on their own strategies or
solutions. In other words, things are starting to happen and municipalities can begin
to determine where they may fit into the
overall scheme.

❭

If the future of identity management will require an ecosystem in
which “individuals and organizations are able to trust each other
because they follow agreed-upon standards to obtain and authenticate their digital identities,” the good news is that many of the
required building blocks are now in place or under development.

Current Canadian examples illustrate both
the “single identity card” and “federated

by many to use their banking credentials to

supporting both ntKey (provided by the

identity” types of approaches. the former

access government services. however, as more

government) and also login using banking

is best illustrated by the BC Services

providers come on board, an increasing number

credentials. two territories departments

Card, described in a previous column. to

of users may choose this option. the provid-

are now providing services using these

date, more than 2.5 million cards have been

ers may also begin to promote this option as

sign-in options.

issued. while initially a chip-enabled com-

another way of enhancing customer loyalty.

Municipal Implications

bined driver’s licence and health card, the

(while many government of Canada

BC services Card is intended to provide sim-

departments and agencies now accept both

For municipalities considering their own cit-

plified access to all BC government online

gCKey and sign-in Partner logins, Canada

izen identity management strategy, the good

services. a number of pilot services have

revenue agency still maintains its own

news is that the future landscape is becoming

now been enabled for roll-out using a range

alternative to gCKey, but Cra also accepts

somewhat less cloudy and elements of the

of validation and verification options: card

sign-in Partner logins.)

required identity ecosystem are falling into

reader, PIn, tap card to phone using app
downloaded from android Play store, etc.

as noted previously, final identity veri-

place — including a set of identity service

fication remains the responsibility of the

providers already providing services to other

exemplifying the federated approach, as

department providing the service and may

governments in Canada.

also discussed in a previous column, the

involve requesting additional information

Government of Canada is providing

that would only reasonably be known by

Roy Wiseman is the Executive Director of

two options for accessing government of

an existing client, e.g., existing account or

MISA/ASIM Canada. In 2011, he retired from

Canada services:

case number.

a long career as Director, Information and

• GCKey – government issued identifier
(user name and password).

the Northwest Territories has recently
adopted the government of Canada model,

●

Technology Services, at the Region of Peel.
He was also the Region’s first CIO.

• Secure Key Concierge – using credentials provided by one of the government’s
sign-in partners (Bmo Financial group,
Choice rewards masterCard, royal Bank
of Canada, scotiabank, tangerine and
td Bank group — with others, including
telcos, to be added).
to date, 6.3 million users have been issued
a gCKey, while only 1.5 million users have

looking into the future, municipalities should consider one or more of the
following options:
1. Implement their own “my municipal id” for citizens accessing municipal services.
at least larger some municipalities appear to be considering this option.
2. support use of provincial (or federal) government identities (BC services Card,
nwtKey, gCKey) for accessing municipal services.

opted to use their online banking credentials

3. support use of third-party credentials (e.g., online banking) to access municipal

to access government of Canada services. this

services — perhaps building on established agreements with other governments.

80/20 preference for gCKey is the reverse of

4. Continue to support unique logins for each application, as is the current model.

what was expected and may reflect reluctance
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